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Abstract The overall objective of the project “Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter” is modeling of the Futura SE model helicopter and the construction of robust controllers to handle parameter uncertainties and disturbances. In this project system identification or parameter estimation are not included. The developed model has been verified using two different models as reference: Raymond W. Prouty’s “Helicopter Performance, Stability, and Control” and Christian Munzinger’s “Development of a real-time flight simulator for an Experimental Model Helicopter”. The used model parameters has been made available by a graduate project, which simultaneously with this project group have been working on modeling, system Identification and control of the Futura SE model helicopter. The used parameters have not been verified and the values in the state space model can therefore only be used with some measure of reserve. The focus in this project is on modeling, model verification, and the principles in construction of a robust controller for the Futura SE model helicopter. For the robust controller the gross weight (mass) is chosen as the uncertainty, disregarding the shift in the centre of gravity and inertia. Wind gusts and turbulence are chosen as disturbances, which are simulated as a sine function superimposed with a stochastic process by white noise. During the development of the controllers the main priority has been on attenuation of the disturbance on the yaw rate. The yaw rate is the most fatale state to lose controllability of in helicopter flight dynamics. Both an H∞ and a µ controller are developed and their performance is compared on a linear state space model using SimuLink. The performance of the controllers are compared and both came out as resistant against disturbance in wind and uncertainties in mass. The conducted tests shows, that both controllers can be used in control of a helicopter in hover in mid air. The µ controller gives the best results and is therefore recommended for further investigation.
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Nomenclature Acronyms Symbol 3D CCW CG CW CR DC dB DOF EM EOM GM GUI HPP IAS LFT MR MMI MIMO MS R-50 RDAF RPM SGT SVD TPP TR VAHP



Definition Three Dimensional Counter Clockwise Centre of Gravity Clockwise Control Rotor Direct Current (0 Hz) Decibel Degrees of Freedom Extended Model Equation of Motion General Model Graphical User Interface Hub Path Plane Intelligent Autonomous Systems Linear Fractional Transformation Main Rotor Man-Machine Interface Multiple Input – Multiple Output system Master of Science Yamaha R-50 Radio-Controlled Model Helicopter Royal Danish Air Force Revolutions Per Minute Small Gain Theorem Singular Value Decomposition Tip Path Plane Tail Rotor Versatile Autonomous Helicopter Platform



Math Symbols Symbol {B} {E} Fl (•, •) Fu (•, •) H∞ {H} []T Xu x&



x or F || · || ∞
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Definition Body fixed frame Earth frame Lower LFT Upper LFT Robust controller Hub plane frame Transposed matrix or vector



∂X ⎞ ⎛ Partial differential equation with respect to u ⎜ X u = ⎟ ∂u ⎠ ⎝ dx ⎞ ⎛ Differential equation ⎜ x& = ⎟ dt ⎠ ⎝ Vector H infinity norm
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Constants and Variables Symbol A AF B C CT D F F FT Fg H HB I I L LWind M N NWind P Q R RMR RTR U V VWind W VB V V&B X XEM XGM XT Y YWind YT YEM YGM Z ZT ZEM ZGM



Definition State matrix (state space model) Area of the fuselage as seen from the portside Input matrix (state space model) Output matrix (state space model) Thrust coefficient Feedthrough matrix (state space model) Force Force vector Summation of applied forces Gravitational force Angular momentum Angular momentum vector in body frame Inertia Inertia matrix Moment about the x-axes Moment about the x-axes due to wind disturbance Moment about the y-axes Moment about the z-axes Moment about the z-axes due to wind disturbance Angular roll rates, rotation about the x-axes Angular pitch rates, rotation about the y-axes Angular yaw rates, rotation about the z-axes Main rotor radius Tail rotor radius Velocity (longitudinal movement) along x-axes Velocity (lateral movement) along y-axes Wind velocity Velocity (vertical ascent/descent movement) along z-axes Linear velocity vector in body frame Linear velocity vector Linear acceleration vector in body frame Force along the x-axes Extended Model’s force along the x-axes General Model’s force along the x-axes Summation of applied forces along the x-axes Force along the y-axes Force along the y-axes due to wind disturbance Summation of applied forces along the y-axes Extended Model’s force along the y-axes General Model’s force along the y-axes Force along the z-axes Summation of applied forces along the z-axes Extended Model’s force along the z-axes General Model’s force along the z-axes
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Definition Acceleration Acceleration vector Acceleration vector in inertial frame Number of blades Blade chord Gravity Tail rotor vertical offset Main rotor vertical offset Tail rotor moment arm Mass Angular roll rates, rotation about the x-axes Angular pitch rates, rotation about the y-axes Angular yaw rates, rotation about the z-axes Input vector (state space model) Velocity (longitudinal movement) along x-axes Velocity (lateral movement) along y-axes Velocity (vertical ascent/descent movement) along z-axes State vector (state space model) Displacement along the x-axes x-axes in body frame x-axes in earth frame Output vector (state space model) Displacement along the y-axes y-axes in body frame y-axes in earth frame Displacement along the z-axes z-axes in body frame z-axes in earth frame Definition The uncertainty matrix with the limitation of ∆ The uncertainty structure Roll angle, rotation about the x-axes Pitch angle, rotation about the y-axes Yaw angle, rotation about the z-axes Rotational speed of main rotor Rotational speed of tail rotor



∞



≤1



Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter Symbol βC βS δa δc δe δp



δ φ ω



ωB



π θ ρ σ ψ



Definition Control rotor longitudinal tilt angle Control rotor lateral tilt angle Lateral cyclic pitch Longitudinal cyclic pitch Main rotor collective pitch Tail rotor collective pitch The uncertainty variable, δ ∈ [− 1,1] Roll angle, rotation about the x-axes Angular velocity Angular velocity vector in body frame Constant: 3.14159265 Pitch angle, rotation about the y-axes Air density Rotor solidity Yaw angle, rotation about the z-axes



Signals Symbol es eS em eM d



Definition The output including the disturbances. The weighted output including the disturbances. The control signal to the plant. The weighted control signal to the plant. Disturbance signal



Transfer Functions/Weights Symbol WM(s) WS(s) P(s)



M(s) N(s) F(s) G(s) K(s)



Definition Control sensitivity weight Sensitivity weight Nominal plant describing the dynamic behavior of the helicopter with constant mass. The uncertainty plant, which must be connected to the uncertainty Δ The 2x2 system, with connections to the uncertainty, the controller, the disturbances input, and the error output. Shorthand for the interconnection FL(M(s),K(s)). The uncertainty plant connected to the uncertainty Δ with the structure Δ, which is equal to the connection Fu(M,∆). The controller.
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1. Introduction This chapter will give an introduction to the helicopter control problem and state the general outline for the solution of the project proposal. The discussion will primarily be on how to solve the problems listed in the Departments of Control Engineering’s project proposal: “Autonomous Helicopter”, initiated by Associate Professor Anders la Cour-Harbo. The conclusion to this chapter will be the definition and specification of the problem to be solved and a brief overview of the report. One of the reasons to focus on a robust controller is the fact: If control of a helicopter is lost it will most likely crash.



The chapter consists of the following sections: 1.1 Discussion and Analysis 1.2 Conclusion



1.1 Discussion and Analysis To discuss and analyze the problem at hand this section will go through a definition of the problem, the history of the Versatile Autonomous Helicopter Platform (VAHP) project and give a brief description of the helicopter. This will then form the basis of a discussion and analysis of the project proposal, advanced controllers, and earlier studies which then will lead to the conclusion of this chapter.



1.1.1



Definition, History and Description of the Helicopter



This project deals with “Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter”. A helicopter is defined as an aircraft where the lift is induced by rotating blades (wings). By autonomous it is meant that the helicopter can fly on its own, with no man made interference while in flight; by this the helicopter could be an UAV or a normal helicopter flying on autopilot. By using robust control the system will remain stable within defined uncertainties or disturbances. The VAHP project was initiated in January 2004 by Aalborg University’s Department of Control Engineering and several sub projects have been dealing with different parts of the problem since. VAHP’s first model helicopter was airborne at Nordjysk Radiostyrings Center’s model plane air strip in the spring 2004. At the moment four subgroups are working simultaneously on the VAHP project dealing with different sub problems that are correlated. Ph.D. student Morten Bisgaard is working on modeling, estimation and control on the helicopter platform, group 05gr1033 is working on modeling, parameterize and control, group 05gr830 is working on optimal control and finally this group (05gr1034a) is working on robust control. A helicopter (see Figure 1.1) normally consists of two rotors, a main rotor and a tail rotor. The main rotor provides the necessary vertical thrust and the tail rotor provides a horizontal thrust that counters the torques induced by the main rotor; the tail rotor thereby also functions as the helicopters rudder. The main rotor and tail rotor is normally powered by the same engine and the angular velocity of two rotors are linearly dependent and eventually nonlinearities are countered by controlling the pitch angle of the blades of the tail rotor. The rotating blades function as wings on an airplane and the pitch angle of a blade together with the velocity determines the induced lift and drag on the blade. Because of the momentary constant angular velocity along the rotating blades, the lift induced along them will be increasing from the base of the blade to the tip of the blade. This effect can be reduced by
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Aalborg University twisting the blades so the pitch angle at the base of the blade is larger than at the tip of the blade.



Figure 1.1: Single Rotor Two Bladed Helicopter [Centennial of flight 2005]



Lift will make the blades flex up or down, called flapping. Flapping can be seen as a bending of a flexible blade or as a turning in a hinge located at the base of the blade for a stiff blade. If the pitch angle is larger than a certain limit the blade will stall and no lift is induced and the drag on the blade will increase significantly. The airflow along a blade will create on the tip of the blade and trailing edge turbulence in the airflow. This turbulence will also affect the following blade (on an airplane the tail wing, on a helicopter the following blade) with reduced lift. The total force induced by the rotor that acts on the fuselage is called thrust and drag (total lift and drag on the body of the helicopter). The helicopter is maneuvered by changing the pitch angle of each blade separately determined by their azimuth position to the fuselage (body frame) and thereby shifting the direction of the thrust, forcing the fuselage in the desired direction. For example when the blades are rotating a positive lift is created on the blades while pointing backward, no lift while pointing sideways and negative lift pointing forward, creating a thrust which will pitch the fuselage forward and start maneuvering the fuselage forward.



1.1.2



Project Proposal and Earlier Studies



According to the project proposal the main effort of this project is: • Modeling and to understand the basics of the Futura SE model helicopter. • Development and implementation of a control strategy for the helicopter in hover. It is also stated that it is possible to focus on different areas of control: • Implementation of advanced control methods. • Analysis of best control strategy. • Handling of noise, uncertainties, and disturbances. The project proposal also states that it is not within the time frame of this semester to implement the controller on the aircraft itself, the “Futura SE” model helicopter (see Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: The Futura SE Model Helicopter in the VAHP Configuration



From earlier studies it is known [04gr830f, 2004] that the helicopter is a complex nonlinear MIMO system with high cross correlations, highly influenced by: • Uncertainties and change of parameters, when changing from hover to in flight. • Shock and vibrations. • Wind disturbances. • Noise. Some of these problems could possibly be solved mechanically or in the hardware, but given the fact that the helicopter is mounted with an on-board computer and sensors, and the given project proposal, this all points toward a software solution of the helicopter control problem. Given that a nonlinear model is implemented in SimuLink1, and the solutions do not have to be implemented on the model helicopter, will the solution be made in SimuLink and Matlab.



1.1.3



Controllers



The helicopter system is a highly interrelated dynamic systems that have to be controlled with the following input (see Table 1.1): • Longitudinal cyclic pitch (joystick). • Lateral cyclic pitch (joystick). • Main rotor collective pitch (collective lever). • Tail rotor collective pitch (anti torque pedals) • Engine Revolutions Per Minute (RPM) input (twist grip throttle) The engine control is used to provide constant RPM to the main rotor and tail rotor, with the load factor on the blades both main and tail as disturbance, given by the pitch angle of the blades and air density, where the air density is dependent on weather and altitude. The pitch control of the main rotor blades is used to maintain a stable altitude of the helicopter, with side wind and weight (the weight is decreasing due to fuel consumption) as disturbance.



1



Project group 05gr1033 is working on a nonlinear SimuLink Model simultaneously with this project.
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Aalborg University Table 1.1: Single Rotor Helicopter Coupling Sources [Talbot 1982] Response Input Longitudinal Stick



Pitch



Roll



Yaw



Climb or Descent



Pure (Prime)



1. Lateral flapping due to longitudinal stick 2. Lateral flapping due to load factor Pure (Prime)



Negligible



Desired for vertical flight path control in forward flight Descent with bank angle at fixed power



Lateral Stick



1. Longitudinal flapping due to lateral stick 2. Longitudinal flapping due to roll rate



Pedals (Rudder)



Negligible



Collective



1. Transient longitudinal flapping with load factor 2. Steady longitudinal flapping due to climb and descent in forward flight caused by rotor flapping 3. Pitch due to change in horizontal tail lift



1. Roll due to tail rotor thrust 2. Roll due to side slip 1. Transient lateral flapping with load factor 2. Steady lateral flapping due to climb and descent 3. Side slip induced by power change causes roll due to dihedral effect



1. Undesired in hover, caused by directional stability 2. Desired for turn coordination and heading control in forward flight Pure (Prime)



Power change varies requirement for tail rotor thrust



Undesired due to power changes in hover Pure (Prime)



The pitch angle of the tail rotors blades are controlled to maintain a stable heading of the helicopter and the disturbance here is mainly torque, influenced by side wind, engine RPM and air density. To keep the helicopter level and stable in both lateral and longitudinal directions, the swash plate is needed to control the direction of the thrust and the system is disturbed by side wind and airspeed. To construct a MIMO controller that deals with the interdependency between the different inputs and outputs, it is necessary to give priority to some inputs on the behalf of others. The control strategy will hereby be to construct a controller with priority to the part with most impact on the ability to maintain control of the helicopter, in the given order of priority: • Yaw rate control. • Roll rate control. • Pitch rate control. • Sideways velocity control. • Forward/backward velocity control • Up/down Velocity control. To control the helicopter different advanced control methods could be used which all have their advantages and disadvantages and the most significant for this project will be discussed 16



Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter and a conclusion will be made. The project deals with robust control as stated above and below is an abridged discussion of the main arguments leading to this conclusion. The robust controller [Tøffner-Clausen et al., 2001] is considered a good controller if there are uncertainties on the parameters and disturbances in a MIMO system to be dealt with. The robust controller design methods give the designer the option to prioritize robustness of the system against performance over frequency. To check for robustness it is necessary to define the uncertainties of the system, done by defining an uncertainty plant, which in some cases is the most difficult task. Optimal Control [Sørensen, 1995] is mostly used to optimize a given controller, often MIMO, to give the control profile a power optimal, time optimal, jerk optimal, or a combined optimal profile. It needs to be combined with a robust controller to be able to deal with uncertainties and change of parameters. This leads towards an implementation of a robust controller that, e.g., can be extended to a robust optimal controller. Here especially jerk optimal control could be implemented to deal with shock and vibrations. Fuzzy Logic Controllers [Jantzen, 1991, p. 82] are easy to construct because they have no need of a model of the system, but they are hard to tune. Often they are used in control of nonlinear systems and systems where the parameters are hard to determine. The disadvantage in tuning of the controller can be evaded by adding a fuzzy logic part to a given linear controller and by this give the controller some nonlinear characteristics by “trial and error”. This could, e.g., be a robust controller that needs to be improved to give it a better performance. Neural Network Controllers [M. Brown and Harris, 1994, p. 21] have their primary advantage with highly nonlinear systems where it is next to impossible to derive a dynamic model of the system. In these cases the neural network can “learn” a system’s transfer function from test data. A neural network controller seems therefore not to be suitable for this project since the necessary parameters will not be at hand. Adaptive Control [Sastry, 1994] is often used in systems where parameter variations are large or very rapid. Adaptive control is not a controller in itself, but a method to make other controllers adaptive. The control algorithm is designed offline and therefore could this control be considered for this project as an eventually supplement to the constructed controller. Test data for the helicopter in flight is not available to determine the parameter variations of the physical system and adaptive control is therefore not suitable for this project for now. Supervisory Control [Patton, 1997, p. 1033] and [Izadi-Zamanabadi, 2004] works as fault detection and isolation and can only be used in combination with other controllers. It monitors a physical system and takes appropriate actions to maintain operation in the case of faults. The method requires online information about the physical system and an accurate model of the system and is thereby not considered suitable for the situation at hand.



1.2 Conclusion The conclusion is based on the discussion and analysis above, and is subdivided into a Problem Specification which will specify the problem to be solved in this report; Requirements and Criteria which will state the initial requirements to the solution and the initial criteria for a satisfied solution, and finally The Project Outline will state the outline for the rest of the report.



1.2.1



Problem Specification



The main considerations to be dealt with in this project can be listed in these keywords: • The helicopter is a complex MIMO system with high correlation
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Aalborg University • The system is nonlinear. • Uncertainties and change of parameters. • Disturbances. Because of these considerations a combination of controllers will be considered. In the light of these discussions and the listed considerations, it is concluded that the project will construct and implement a MIMO robust controller, as shown in Figure 1.3. If necessary the controller is added a fuzzy logic part to deal with the nonlinear part of the system. If shock and vibrations are to be dealt with, a jerk optimal control could be considered and if the shift from “in hover” to “in flight” is to be dealt with, an adaptive control should be added.



Figure 1.3: The Framework for Robust Control Design



Beside the robust controller and suggested supplements, it should also be possible to add other features to the system to make it more autonomous and intelligent. These fields of improvements and supplements are listed below in prioritized order: • Add guidance and navigation to the control unit (Autonomous flight from point A to point B). • Add Man-Machine Interface (MMI) for on board or remote control. • Add a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for onboard or remote control.



1.2.2



Requirements and Criteria



The robust controller will be constructed based on a developed linear model and tested on a given nonlinear SimuLink model, based on the Futura SE model helicopter in hover in mid air. The controller is, if necessary, extended with fuzzy logic to deal with nonlinearity and or jerk optimal control to deal with shock and vibrations. The purpose is to determine the limits of a robust controller’s performance in the given environments.
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1.2.3



The Project Outline



The project will describe helicopter theory and derive a linear model of a helicopter in hover in mid air. The test setup, controller strategy, and controller structure will be described and a controller will be constructed. After the construction and testing of the controller, the conclusion of the project will be submitted giving the limits for the robust controller in the given setup. The outline can also be seen in the partitioning below in the different chapters listed: • 2. Helicopter Theory This chapter is confined to definitions, notations, and frames used in this report. • 3. Modeling The modeling chapter will use the helicopter theory to derive the needed models, linearize them and set up the state space model needed for the controller design. • 4. Test Setup Before designing the controller the test setup is constructed and described on which the controller later will be tested. • 5. Controller Design Design, description, and construction of a robust MIMO controller will be described in the Controller Design chapter. • 6. Test The conducted test will be described in this chapter and the results are compared with the requirements and criteria derived in the Chapters 1 to 5. • 7. Conclusion The chapter containing the conclusion will summarize the conclusions of each chapter and compare the achieved results with the requirements from the Project Proposal and the objectives and contents of the IAS specialization. The results will be put into perspective.
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2. Helicopter Theory The helicopter theory provides the basic understanding of how a single rotor, two bladed model helicopter works and leads to the modeling of the helicopter. This chapter gives the reader a description of the helicopter theory and an introduction to the terms used in this report. Most of the aerodynamics, helicopter theory and terms are standard but there are some small deviations. The chapter is subdivided into frames and rotors sections. The frames section describes the body, earth, and inertial frames, and the forces, moments and velocities acting within these frames. The rotor section describes how the rotors creates these forces, moments and velocities. The chapter consists of the following sections: 2.1 Frames 2.2 Rotors



2.1 Frames In this section the frames used will be defined for later use in Chapter 3. The frames are chosen in such a way that forces, accelerations, moments, vectors, etc., easily can be defined. Subscript “E” refers to the “earth frame”, subscript “B” refers to the “body frame”, and the subscript “I” refers to an “inertial frame”.



2.1.1



Body Fixed Frame and Hub Path Plane Frame



A body frame {B} (see Figure 2.1) is used because the forces, movements and velocities of the helicopter is acting in this frame. This frame is fixed to the body of the helicopter and moves with the fuselage. The origin is placed in the center of gravity, and the xB axis points straightforward through the nose, the yB axis points to starboard and the zB axis points straight down.



Figure 2.1: Body Fixed Frame [Prouty 2003, p. 484]



The hub path plane frame {H} (plane of rotation) has its origin in the centre of the Main Rotor (MR) and a constant displacement from the {B} but rotating with the MR.



2.1.2



Earth Frame and Inertial Frame



The origin of the earth frame {E} (see Figure 2.2) is located on the surface of the earth, with the xE axis pointing north, the yE axis pointing east, and the zE axis pointing towards the center of the earth. When using the frame {E} it is assumed that the earth is flat, which is reasonable for small areas. The {E} is mainly defined to calculate the displacements (x, y,
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Aalborg University and, z coordinates) of the helicopter used for navigation and guidance. These displacements are not necessary to model the dynamics of the helicopter. To describe the relationships between forces and accelerations, Newton’s second law is used and this law only applies in the inertial frame {I}. For relatively small linear velocities and small displacements, as for the helicopter in hover, an acceptable simplification can be made stating that the frame {E} can be used as the frame {I}2, not totally accurate but it works for aircraft problems [Yechout 2003, p. 146].



Figure 2.2: The Earth Frame {E}



2.1.3



Transformations Between the Frames



To understand the relationship between the frames {I} or {E} and the {B}, it is necessary to know how to transform a vector or point between the frames. This transformation is done by rotation of one frame into the other using Euler Angles (see Equation 2.01) in the given order: • Yaw (ψ). • Pitch (θ). • Roll (φ). (notice there is no displacement). ⎡cψ ⋅ cθ ⋅ cφ − sψ ⋅ sφ R = ⎢⎢ sψ ⋅ cθ ⋅ cφ − cψ ⋅ sφ ⎢⎣ − sθ ⋅ cφ



− cψ ⋅ cθ ⋅ sφ − sψ ⋅ cφ − sψ ⋅ cθ ⋅ sφ + cψ ⋅ cφ sθ ⋅ sφ



cψ ⋅ sφ ⎤ sψ ⋅ sφ ⎥⎥ cθ ⎥⎦



(2.01)



Abbreviation : cθ = cos(θ ), sθ = sin(θ ) The yaw angle (see Figure 2.3) is the angle between the projection of the xB-axis into the horizontal plane and the xI-axis. The pitch angle is the angle between the xB-axis and the horizontal plane. The roll angle is measured in the yB-zB plane and is the angle between the yB-axis and the horizontal plane. This can also be described in a simpler way, though not mathematical correct: • Yaw angle is rotation about the z-axis. • Pitch angle is rotation about the y-axis. 2



The frames {I} and {E} are throughout the report used interchangeably.
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Roll angle is rotation about the x-axis.



The angles are defined in such a way that that rotation must be in the order yaw, pitch, and roll angle for the transformation from inertial frame to body frame and in reverse order from body frame to inertial frame.



Figure 2.3: The Pitch (θ) and Yaw (ψ) Angle Rotation [Yechout 2003, p. 166] and [Padfild 1996, p.27]



2.1.4



Forces, Moments, Velocities, and Rates



Most forces, velocities, moments, angular velocities, and accelerations used in the modeling of the helicopter is in the frame {B}. The definitions can be seen in the Nomenclature (see Page 8) in the front of the report. The forces, moments, and velocities used in Chapter 3 are defined in the frame {B} as: • X, Y, and Z are the linear forces in the respective axes in {B}. • u, v, and w are the linear velocities in the respective xB-, yB-, and zB-axis. • L, M, and N are the moments in the respective xB-, yB-, and zB-axis. • p, q, and r are the angular velocities (roll-, pitch-, and yaw-rate) about the respective xB-, yB-, and zB-axis. Figure 2.4 shows the location and direction of the above mentioned forces, moments, velocities, and rates.
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The naming of the different parts of the helicopter can be seen in Figure 2.5. The MR creates a thrust in the negative z-axis direction when rotating. By this, a torque is generated in the opposite direction of the rotation of the MR which is countered by the tail rotors (TR) thrust. The control rotor (CR) is mainly used on model helicopters to add damping to the dynamics of the helicopter. When modeling the helicopter the drag on the fuselage and side force needs to be modeled because of wind disturbances. Drag is imposed on the fuselage both from the helicopter moving itself in any direction, by wind gusts and the wake created by the rotors.



Figure 2.5: The Modeling Components of the Helicopter [Padfild 1996, p.27]



2.2 Rotors All blades of the three rotors have the same aerodynamics as an ordinary aircraft wing as seen in Figure 2.6. The pitch angle3 (θ) of the blade is the tilted angle between the chord and the {H} x-y plane, which also is the plane of the wind velocity vector (V) acting on the blade, where R is the radius from the centre to the blade element and Ω is the angular speed of the rotor. The angle φ is used to describe the relationship between the induced lift (L) and drag (D).



3



Notice that the pitch angle (θ) is used to describe both the tilt of the fuselage and the blade. This will be clarified through the project by using subscripts MR, TR, and CR for main-, tail-, and control-rotor pitch.
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Figure 2.6: The Modeling Components of the Blade [[Prouty, 2003], p.12]



The thrust (T) is given by adding up all induced lifts from the blades of the rotor. The magnitude of the induced thrust is therefore dependent on the pitching angle and the angular velocity. Beside pitching of the blade, the blades can be flapped in an angle (β) (see Figure 2.7).



Figure 2.7: Helicopter Blade [Wagtendonk, 1996, p.42]



These two angles are used to direct the thrust of the rotor and thereby maneuver the helicopter. Normally to maintain a uniform lift along the rotor blade, despite of the difference in air speed, the blade is twisted (θ0). The rotor blades used in this project are not twisted which are causing more flapping of the blades and the rotor to form a cone.



2.2.1



Main Rotor



The blades of the main rotor generate the needed lift to the helicopter. It is done by accelerating the air downwards and thereby generate a counter force upwards as stated in Newton’s third law. Figure 2.8 shows a top view of the main rotor where the azimuth angle ψ (yaw angle) is measured from the x-axis where aft is 0° and clockwise rotation. 25
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Figure 2.8: Top View of the Main Rotor of the Helicopter



The rotor blades are attached to a rotor head and connected to a swash plate. The distance from the rotor head to the swash plate (see Figure 2.9) controls the pitch angle of the rotor blades. Moving the swash plate up and down changes the collective pitch of the blades and creates more or less thrust force maneuvering the helicopter up and down. This is controlled by the pilot using the collective lever. By tilting the swash plate, a cyclic pitch angle is obtained, meaning the pitch angle will be different around the cyclic determined by the azimuth. The angle of the swash plate is controlled by the pilot’s control stick and enables him or her to control the pitch of the rotor blades according to where the blade are positioned in the cyclic.



Figure 2.9: The Swash Plate [Padfild 1996, p.16]



This change in pitch angle changes the magnitude of the lift vector of the blade, depending on its azimuth angle as seen in the Figures 2.10 and 2.11. When the cone of the main rotor is tilted it will result in a tilted thrust in the same direction. The rotor blades on the model helicopter used in this project is hinge-less and flexible, meaning the blade will flap depending on the force acting on it. This means that the rotor blade will flap depending on the
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Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter pitch angle. By following the tip of the blade around a cycle a plane is formed, called the Tip Path Plane (TPP) (see Figure 2.10).



Figure 2.10: The Tip Path Plane [Wagtendonk, 1996, p.41]



Figure 2.11: The Tilted Tip Path plane [Wagtendonk, 1996, p.41]



When the pilot wants to change the lateral or longitudinal4 flight direction, he/she pushes the control stick in the direction he/she wants to tilt the helicopter and thereby fly in the tilted direction. The swash plate follows the control stick with a 90° phase delay due to a gyroscopic effect. The angles βS and βC describes the thrust tilt in the lateral and longitudinal direction, respectively, and β0 describes the coning angle.



2.2.2



Control Rotor



Because of the small size and relative fast rotor speed, the model helicopter is fitted with a control rotor (see Figure 2.12 and 2.5) to slow down the dynamics of the system (add damping). The control rotor also reduces the power needed by the actuators to tilt the swash plate.



Figure 2.12: The Control Rotor



The dynamics of the control rotor are calculated based on the chord (CCR), the inner (R1CR), outer radius (RCR) and the length of the blade (lbCR).



4



The separation in longitudinal and lateral is a traditional way to describe aircraft dynamics, where the cross couplings for most airplanes are considered to be zero.
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2.2.3



Tail Rotor



The purpose of the tail rotor is to counter the torque made by the main rotor and to control the heading. The tail rotor is placed vertically in the tail boom (moment arm), outside the wake induced by the main rotor. The tail rotor only has a collective pitch, which in most full size helicopters are controlled with pedals. Figure 2,13 shows a tail rotor mounted on a helicopter fuselage and all the measurements needed to calculate the moment arms shown in Chapter 3 as well.



Figure 2.13: Forces and Moments acting on Helicopter in Trim [Prouty 2003, p. 484]
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3. Modeling Chapter 3 will go through the modeling of a helicopter based on the NASA “MinimumComplexity Helicopter Simulation Math Model”. The basic theory for understanding of the model is derived in [Yechout, 2003, Ch. 4], which is an eight states state space model of an aircraft. The model is further described and used in [Padfield 1996, App. 3A] and [Prouty 2003, Ch. 9], as the “General Helicopter Model”5 (GM). The modeling uses a number of simplifications and assumptions which can be seen in Appendix D. The “Futura SE” model helicopter used in this project is mounted with a control rotor. The dynamics of the control rotor are modeled in [Pershinschi, 1998] and later used in [Munzinger, 1998] for the model helicopter “Yamaha R-50 Radio-Controlled Helicopter”, which has similar dynamics as the model helicopter used in this project. The general model is hereby expanded to an extended state space model6 (EM) with ten states. First an overview of the model is given, which describes the general eight states of the helicopter model. The force and moments equations are described resulting in six equations with eight unknowns separated in three longitudinal and three lateral equations. The kinematic equations are then added to describe the system, now in eight equations with eight unknowns. These eight equations are then linearized7 and the two equations of the control rotors are described and added to make up the EM of the system. The state and input matrix now consists of a total of 48 state derivatives and 26 input derivatives. The most influential partial differential element will be described in details. Finally the uncertainty plant for the robust controller is derived by finding the systems inaccuracies, and the performance specifications are derived from the disturbances of the system. The conclusion of this chapter makes up the requirements for the constructed robust controller. The chapter consists of the following sections: 3.1 General Outline 3.2 Force, Moment, and Kinematic Equations 3.3 Linerization 3.4 Control Rotor 3.5 The State Space Model 3.6 Uncertainties 3.7 Disturbances 3.8 Conclusion



3.1 General Outline An aircraft is a six Degrees of Freedom (DOF) system with three rotational DOFs about the x, y and z-axes and three translateral DOF along the x, y and z-axes. A model of helicopter normally consists of a total of four inputs and eight states. The engine power is normally controlled by an engine governor to maintain a constant angular velocity of the rotors and this is considered to be a separately controlled loop, which also will be the case for the model helicopter in this project and left out. In the following the control loop’s mechanics, hardware, and software are assumed to be fast compared to the rigid-body dynamics of the helicopter and are therefore neglected. The heading (or yaw angle, ψ) and the position (x, y, and z coordinates) of the helicopter have no influence on the dynamics of the system (forces and moments) and are therefore left out of 5



The general eight states helicopter model uses subscript GM. The extended ten states helicopter model (with the control rotor included) uses subscript EM. 7 The equations uses uppercase characters (U, V, W, P, Q, R, Φ, Θ, Ψ) in the nonlinear equations and lowercase characters (u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ, ψ) in the linearized equations. 6
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Aalborg University the state space model. These “left out states” are normally controlled by the pilot or a guidance and navigation system (autopilot) as separately controlled loops. The inputs and outputs of the general model used in this project are: Inputs: • δe (main rotor collective pitch) • δc (longitudinal cyclic pitch) • δa (lateral cyclic pitch) • δp (tail rotor collective pitch) Outputs: • u (longitudinal velocity along x-axes) • v (lateral velocity along y-axes) • w (vertical ascent/descent velocity along z-axes) • φ (roll angle, rotation about the x-axes) • θ (pitch angle, rotation about the y-axes) • p (angular roll rates (angular velocity), rotation about the x-axes) • q (angular pitch rates (angular velocity), rotation about the y-axes) • r (angular yaw rates (angular velocity), rotation about the z-axes) The input/output relations will be described in a state space model:



x& = A ⋅ x + B ⋅ u y = C ⋅ x + D⋅u



(3.01)



where the states (x ) and inputs (u ) are given by:



x = [u w q θ



p φ



v



u = [δe δc δa δp ]



T



r]



T



(3.02) (3.03)



The four inputs primarily control four of the outputs. The δe input primarily controls the vertical ascent/descent velocity w along the z-axis by pitching the blades collectively. The δc and the δa inputs primarily control the angular roll rate p and the angular pitch rate q respectively, and the δp input controls the angular yaw rate r. This is of course a simplification of the relationships between input and output. The input/output relationships will be described in the subsections below. The resulting A, B, C, and D matrices of the state space model can be seen in Appendix A.



3.2 Force, Moment, and Kinematic Equations To develop a model of an aircraft the Equations of Motions (EOM) needs to be developed consisting of force and moment equations, which together with the kinematic equations make up the state space model. The nonlinear differential equations are gathered in the longitudinal and lateral EOMs and then linearized, and the different contributions making up the total forces and moments are then described and finally gathered in a state space model of the aircraft.
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3.2.1



Force Equations



The force equations consist of the aircraft response in terms of acceleration, where XT, YT and ZT 8 are the summation of applied forces to the system in respective axes. It is assumed that the aircraft is a rigid body and that the mass is constant, which is reasonable over a relative short duration of time. By this, can Newton’s second law be used: F = m⋅a



(3.04)



Newton’s second law only works only in the inertial frame, but the forces and moments are applied in body frame and a transformation is therefore necessary: aI = V&B + ω B × VB



(3.05)



where VB (3.06) and ω B (3.07) are described in the body axis system, which is rotating with respect to an inertial reference frame: ⎡U ⎤ VB = ⎢⎢ V ⎥⎥ ⎢⎣W ⎥⎦ B



(3.06)



⎡P⎤ ω B = ⎢⎢Q ⎥⎥ ⎢⎣ R ⎥⎦ B



(3.07)



This gives the summation of applied forces XT, YT, and ZT to the system described in the x, y and z directions of the body axes system respectively: ⎡U& − R ⋅ V + Q ⋅ W ⎤ ⎡ X T ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ FT = m ⋅ ⎢V& − P ⋅ W + R ⋅ U ⎥ = ⎢⎢ YT ⎥⎥ ⎢W& − Q ⋅ U + P ⋅ V ⎥ ⎢⎣ ZT ⎥⎦ ⎣ ⎦



(3.08)



One of the forces that contributes to make up the summation of the applied forces XT, YT, and ZT, is gravity which can be derived by a transformation of the gravity force (Fg )E in the earth



frames (3.09) into body frames (Fg )B (3.10):



(F )



= m⋅ g



(3.09)



(F )



⎡ − sin Θ ⎤ = m ⋅ g ⋅ ⎢⎢ sin Φ ⋅ cos Θ ⎥⎥ ⎢⎣cos Φ ⋅ cos Θ⎥⎦



(3.10)



g E



g B



8



Subscript “T” refers to the “summation of the applied forces” or total forces. Subscript ”R” refers to the ”rest of the applied forces”.



10
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Aalborg University where the angles Φ and Θ refer to the rotation of the body frame with respect to the earth frame (the roll and pitch angle respectively). The gravity force can then be separated from the other applied forces, e.g., X T = X R − m ⋅ g ⋅ sin Θ 10. This part is then substituted into the longitudinal and lateral EOMs as seen below in (3.18) and (3.19).



3.2.2



Moment Equations



The moment equations can be described in the same way as for the force equations, shifting frames from the body to the inertial frame. The resulting angular momentum H B is the product of inertia I B and angular velocity ω B . The inertia is here described in matrix form (3.12) and angular velocity in vector form (3.07). H B = I B ⋅ ωB



⎡ I xx ⎢ I = ⎢− I xy ⎢ − I xz ⎣



− I xy I yy − I yz



(3.11)



− I xz ⎤ ⎥ − I yz ⎥ I zz ⎥⎦ B



(3.12)



By assuming an x-z plane symmetry and therefore setting Ixy= 0 and Iyz= 0 this leads to the angular momentum: ⎡ P ⋅ I xx − R ⋅ I xz ⎤ ⎥ H B = ⎢⎢ Q ⋅ I yy ⎥ ⎢⎣ R ⋅ I zz − P ⋅ I xz ⎥⎦ B



(3.13)



The rate of change in angular momentum H& I as seen from an inertial frame can then be described by taking the derivative of H B (3.13) and summing it with the cross product of the angular velocity and the angular momentum in body frames: H& I = H& B + ω B × H B



(3.14)



Assuming that the mass distribution of the aircraft is constant (neglecting fuel slosh), which means that I&xx = 0, I&yy = 0 and I&zz = 0, H& I can be given in (3.17) using the short form of H& B (3.15) and the short form of ω B × H B (3.16):
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⎡ P& ⋅ I xx − R& ⋅ I xz ⎤ ⎡ P& I xx − R& I xz + PI&xx − RI&xz ⎤ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ Q& ⋅ I yy H& B = ⎢ Q& I yy + QI&yy ⎥ ⎥ =⎢ ⎢ R& ⋅ I zz − P& ⋅ I xz ⎥ ⎢ R& I zz − P& I xz + RI&zz − PI&xz ⎥ ⎦B ⎦B ⎣ ⎣



(3.15)



⎡ ⎤ Q ⋅ ( R ⋅ I zz − P ⋅ I xz ) − R ⋅ Q ⋅ I yy ⎢ ⎥ ω × H B = ⎢ R ⋅ ( P ⋅ I xx − R ⋅ I xz ) − P ⋅ ( R ⋅ I zz − P ⋅ I xz ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ P ⋅ Q ⋅ I yy − Q( P ⋅ I xx − R ⋅ I xz ) ⎣ ⎦



(3.16) B



Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter ⎡ P& ⋅ I xx + Q ⋅ R ⋅ ( I zz − I yy ) − ( R& + P ⋅ Q) ⋅ I xz ⎤ ⎡L⎤ ⎢ & ⎥ 2 2 & H I = ⎢ Q ⋅ I yy − P ⋅ R ⋅ ( I zz − I xx ) + ( P − R ) ⋅ I xz ⎥ = ⎢⎢ M ⎥⎥ ⎢ R& ⋅ I zz + P ⋅ Q ⋅ ( I yy − I xx ) + (Q ⋅ R − P& ) ⋅ I xz ⎥ ⎣ ⎦ B ⎢⎣ N ⎥⎦ I



3.2.3



(3.17)



Longitudinal and Lateral EOMs



The force and moment equations can now be collected as longitudinal and lateral EOMs. The longitudinal EOMs (3.18) are defined as the X force, M moment, and the Z force, and the lateral EOMs (3.19) as the L moment, Y force, and the N moment. Longitudinal EOMs X R − m ⋅ g ⋅ sin Θ = m ⋅ (U& − R ⋅ V + Q ⋅ W ) M = Q& ⋅ I − P ⋅ R ⋅ ( I − I ) + ( P 2 − R 2 ) ⋅ I yy



zz



xx



xz



(3.18)



Z + m ⋅ g ⋅ cos Φ ⋅ cos Θ = m ⋅ (W& − Q ⋅ U + P ⋅ V )



Lateral EOMs L = P& ⋅ I xx + Q ⋅ R ⋅ ( I zz − I yy ) − ( R& + P ⋅ Q) ⋅ I xz Y + m ⋅ g ⋅ sin Φ ⋅ cos Θ = m ⋅ (V& − P ⋅ W + R ⋅ U )



(3.19)



N = R& ⋅ I zz + P ⋅ Q ⋅ ( I yy − I xx ) + (Q ⋅ R − P& ) ⋅ I xz



3.2.4



Kinematic Equations



As seen in the previous section the kinematic states are a necessary part of the EOMs. It is therefore necessary to include them in the state space model. The six EOMs in eight unknowns will end up by adding the kinematic equations with eight equations in eight unknowns which can be solved. The three kinematic equations are obtained by relating the three body axes system rates P, Q, and R with the three Euler rates Φ& , Θ& , and Ψ& in the earth axes system. Note that the Euler rates are just the time rate of change of the Euler angles. This gives the transformation from the earth axes system to the body axes system: & ⋅ sin Θ + φ& P = −Ψ & ⋅ sin Φ ⋅ cos Θ + Θ & ⋅ cos Φ Q=Ψ



(3.20)



& ⋅ cos Φ ⋅ cos Θ − Θ & ⋅ sin Φ R=Ψ These equations will later be substituted into each other and rewritten into a linearized form as seen below in (3.27).



3.3 Linearization Both the lateral and longitudinal EOMs are nonlinear differential equations, assumed to have only small perturbations and can therefore be linearized using the small perturbation approach12 and facilitate the definition of closed solutions as seen in [Yechout, 2003, Ch. 6].



12



Approximation using Taylor expansion of the nonlinear function in a number of points.
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Aalborg University First we consider the aircraft to be in perturbed flight, which is defined relative to a steady state or trimmed flight condition using a combination of steady state and perturbed variables for aircraft motion parameters, forces, and moments. The “X “ force will be linearized through this section as an example as seen below through (3.21), (3.23), (3.24), and (3.25). X R − m ⋅ g ⋅ sin Θ = m ⋅ (U& − R ⋅ V + Q ⋅ W )



(3.21)



Each motion variable, Euler angle, force, and moment in the EOMs are redefined as a summation of a steady state value (upper case symbols and subscript “0”) and a perturbed value equal to the states of the system (lower case symbols): XR = X0 + X U = U0 + u V = V0 + v W = W0 + w



(3.22)



Q = Q0 + q R = R0 + r Θ = Θ0 + θ



By substituting (3.22) into (3.21) we have:



[



]



m U& 0 + u& + (Q0 + q)(W0 + w) − ( R0 + r )(V0 + v) = − mg sin(Θ 0 + θ ) + X 0 + x (3.23)



Assuming small perturbations (small values for x, u, v, w, q, r, θ, etc.) and small angles in the trig functions of perturbed angles setting: cos θ ≈ 1 and sin θ ≈ θ (in radians). The products of small perturbations are also assumed to be negligible setting a ⋅b ≈ 0 and the steady state equations are removed from the perturbed equation, leaving the perturbed equations as a linearized differential equation with the eight variables (u, v, w, p, q, r, θ and φ ) as the unknowns. m(u& − V0 r − R0 v + W0 q + Q0 w) = − mgθ cos Θ 0 + X



(3.24)



In addition the equations are simplified with the assumption of a steady state condition and body-fixed stability axis setting P0 = Q0 = R0 = 0 giving the linearized and simplified EOMs given in (3.25) and (3.26) below.
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Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter Longitudinal EOMs, linearized and simplified X u& = −W0 q − gθ cos Θ0 + V0 r + GM m M q& = GM I yy



w& = U 0 q − gθ cos Φ 0 sin Θ0 − V0 p − gφ sin Φ 0 cos Θ 0 +



(3.25) Z GM m



Lateral EOMs, linerized and simplified p& =



I zz L + I xz N ′ = LGM I xx I zz − I xz2



v& = − gθ sin Φ1 sin Θ1 + W0 p + gφ cos Φ1 cos Θ1 + U 0 r + r& =



YGM m



(3.26)



I xz L + I xx N ′ = N GM I xx I zz − I xz2



The EOMs thereby leave us with six equations with eight unknowns, but by using the kinematic equations, we add two additional equations, giving a total of eight equations in eight unknowns, where the rest of the EOMs and the kinematic equations are linearized in the same way as described for the X force. The linearized kinematic equations can be seen below in (3.27). Kinematic equations linearized and simplified



θ& = q cos Φ 0 − r sin Φ 0 φ& = q sin Φ 0 tan Θ 0 + r cos Θ 0 tan Θ 0 + p



(3.27)



Now we end up with eight equations (force, moment and kinematic) with eight unknowns. where



Z X GM YGM , , and GM are defined as: m m m



X X X X GM X u X X X X X X u + w w + q q + v v + p p + r r + δe δe + δc δc ⋅ k MR + δa δa ⋅ k MR + δp δp = m m m m m m m m m m m Y Y Y Y Y Y Y YGM Yu Y = u + w w + q q + v v + p p + r r + δe δe + δc δc ⋅ k MR + δa δa ⋅ k MR − δp ⋅ g sin Φ1 sin Θ1 m m m m m m m m m m Z Z Z Z GM Z u Z Z Z Z Z Z = u + w w + q q + v v + p p + r r + δe δe + δc δc ⋅ k MR + δa δa ⋅ k MR + δp δp m m m m m m m m m m m



(3.28)
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Aalborg University ′ , and where LGM



M GM ′ are defined by: , and N GM I yy



′ = Lu′u + Lw′ w + Lq′ q + Lv′v + L′p p + Lr′r + Lδ′eδe + Lδ′c k MR ⋅ δc + Lδ′a k MR ⋅ δa + Lδ′p ⋅ δp LGM M M M M M M M M M GM M u M = u + w w + q q + v v + p p + r r + δe δe + δc k MR ⋅ δc + δa k MR ⋅ δa + δp δp I yy I yy I yy I yy I yy I yy I yy I yy I yy I yy I yy ′ = N u′ u + N w′ w + N q′ q + N v′v + N ′p p + N r′r + Nδ′eδe + Nδ′c k MR ⋅ δc + Nδ′a k MR ⋅ δa + Nδ′pδp N GM



(3.29) where the notations using subscript e.g. Xu refers to the partial differential equation: X u =



∂X . ∂u



3.4 Control Rotor Until now the helicopter has been described as a state space model in eight states which is considered as the general helicopter model. Most model helicopters use a control rotor for better physical control, which also is the case for the helicopter used in this project. The control rotor helps the actuators to move the swash plate in position, but also adds damping to the movement. This damping is necessary because the angular velocity of the rotor of a model helicopter is much higher than for a full-size helicopter (150 rad/sec. [Appendix B] compared to typically 20 rad/sec. [Prouty 2003, p. 669]) giving the model helicopter much faster dynamics which is more difficult to control for the operator/pilot. The dynamics of the control rotor is added to the system by adding two new states to the state space model, treating the control rotor as a “supplement rotor” to the main rotor as seen in [Pershinschi, 1998, Sec. 2].



3.4.1



Modeling



Approximate blade profile aerodynamic characteristics usual for full scale helicopters have been used, neglecting higher frequency dynamics and assuming small flapping angle giving13:



β&C +



γΩξ 16



βC =



⎞ γΩξ ⎛ θ 0,CR p u + − δc ⎟⎟ − q ⎜⎜ 16 ⎝ γΩξR Ω ⎠



θ ⎞ q β&S + βS = − ⎜⎜ − 0,CR v − − δa ⎟⎟ − p 16 16 ⎝ γΩξR Ω ⎠ γΩξ



γΩξ ⎛



(3.30)



The lateral and longitudinal tilt of the control rotors tip path plane are assumed to be equal to the tilt angles of the swash plate giving:



β C = −δc and β S = δa



13



(3.31)



Notice that the given control rotor model has been corrected, compared to [Pershinschi, 1998] and [Munzinger, 1998].
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Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter The implementation and use of the [Pershinschi, 1998] control rotor model in [Munzinger, 1998] is not consistent, and by redoing the step-by-step calculations leading to the model some errors were found in both [Pershinschi, 1998] and [Munzinger, 1998] for the " β&S " part of the model. The lateral and longitudinal EOMs of the general model is also affected by the control rotor, it is therefore necessary to add its contribution to the moments (3.29) and forces (3.28). Notice that the contribution is calculated using the same differential equations as used for the main rotor, replacing the inputs δc and δa of the main rotor with the states βC and βS leading to: Moments ′ = LGM ′ + Lδ′c k β β C + Lδ′a k β β S LEM M EM M GM M δc M = + k β β C + δa k β β S I yy I yy I yy I yy



(3.32)



′ = N GM ′ + Nδc k β β C + N δ′a k β β S N EM



Forces X EM X GM X δc X k β β C + δa k β β S = + m m m m YEM YGM Yδc Y = + k β β C + δa k β β S m m m m



(3.33)



Z EM Z GM Z δc Z = + k β β C + δa k β β S m m m m



3.5 The State Space Model The state space model now consists of a 10×10 state matrix A and a 10×4 input matrix B, which can be seen in Appendix A and (3.34) to (3.37) with all its differential equations. The helicopter system can now be seen as a “Multi Degree of Freedom System” described as a number of “Mass-Damper-Spring” equations.
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[x& ]



10×1



4×4 ⎡ Alongitudin al ⎢ 4×4 ⎢ Across coupling =⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣



4×2 ⎤ Alongitudin a , control rotor ⎥ 4×2 4×4 Alateral Alateral , control rotor ⎥ ⎥ 1×10 Alongitudin al , control rotor ⎥ 1×10 ⎥ Alateral , control rotor ⎦



4×4 Across coupling



10×10



4×4 ⎤ ⎡ Blongitudin al ⎥ ⎢ 4×4 Blateral ⎥ ⎢ ⋅ x + 1×4 ⎢ Blongitudinal , control rotor ⎥ ⎥ ⎢ 1×4 ⎢⎣ Blateral , control rotor ⎥⎦



10×4



⋅u



(3.34)



[ y ] 10×1 = [I ] 10×10 ⋅ x + [0] 10×4 ⋅ u



(3.35)



where x and u now are defined as: x = [u



w q θ



p φ



v



r



βC



β S ]T



u = [δe δc δa δp ]



T



3.5.1



(3.36) (3.37)



Partial Differential Equations



The state space model consists of a total of 48 state derivatives and 26 input derivatives as seen in Appendix A. These differential equations are all derived and listed in [Prouty, 2003 p. 564] and in [Padfield, 1996 p. 212] and are shown in Appendix B. It is chosen here to describe one of the four derivatives with the most significant influence on the dynamics of the helicopter as seen in [Prouty, 2003 p. 564] and Appendix B. Most of the derivatives use the general thrust equation (3.38). This equation is based on the general lift equation [Yechout, 2003, p.101] for aircraft wings, where the rotations of the blades (wings) are taken into account as well as the number of blades (b) resulting in a “total lift” or thrust (T) applied to the helicopter. T = ρ ⋅ Ab ⋅ (V ) 2 ⋅ CT / σ



where Ab = b ⋅ c ⋅ R, V = Ω ⋅ R, and σ =



and T ρ Ab V b c R Ω CT σ
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Thrust (lb) Air density (slugs/ft3) Total area of the blades (ft2) Velocity (ft/sec.) Number of blades (integer) Chord (ft) Radius (ft) Angular velocity (rad/sec.) Thrust coefficient (constant) Rotor solidity ratio (constant)



(3.38) b⋅c⋅ R π ⋅ R2



(3.39)



Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter This equation is true for both the main and tail rotor. When dealing with the influence of the main rotors collective pitch (δe) on the vertical velocity (w), the equation is negative because the z-axis of the body frame is downward. By assuming that δe is the only input and the system is in steady state we have: w=



/σ ∂C Z δe = − ρAb ,MR (Ω MR RMR ) 2 T ,MR MR m ∂δe



(3.40)



The thrust equation is multiplied with “the rotor thrust coefficient based on effective blade areas” partial derivative with respect to “change in the blades collective pitch angle” (δe). Both the thrust and torque coefficients derivatives (3.41) are originally derived from several wind tunnel tests resulting in a number of graphs listed in [Prouty, 2003 p. 81]. These graphs are used on full-size helicopters but the tests are partly done with scaled models, and by assuming similarity they have been used for the Futura SE model helicopter in this project. ∂(CT / σ ) ∂e



and



∂ (CQ / σ )



(3.41)



∂e



All the 48 state derivatives and 26 input derivatives used in this project are taken from [Prouty, 2003 p. 564], but as for the control rotor model from [Pershinschi, 1998], there are some misprints in the reference. By redoing the step-by-step calculations leading to the partial derivatives, we can below present the correct partial derivatives (3.42)-(3.44), which also take the clockwise rotation of the main rotor into account: 3 N r , MR = − 2 ⋅ ρ ⋅ A b , MR ⋅ Ω MR ⋅ R MR ⋅ C Q , MR σ MR



Lv ,TR = − ρ ⋅ Ab ,TR ⋅ (ΩTR ⋅ RTR ) ⋅ 2



∂ (CT ,TR σ TR ) ∂λ ′ ⋅ hTR ⋅ ∂λ ′ ∂v



M v ,TR = − ρ ⋅ Ab ,TR ⋅ (ΩTR ⋅ RTR ) ⋅ R ⋅ 2



∂ (CQ ,TR σ TR ) ∂λ ′ ⋅ ∂λ ′ ∂v



(3.42) (3.43)



(3.44)



These corrections have been presented to the author of [Prouty, 2003], who have stated the corrections to be right [Prouty, 2005] see Appendix C.



3.5.2



Controllability and Observability



The state space model has been investigated for controllability [Chen 1999, p. 144] and observabillity [Chen 1999, p. 153] using:



([



rank B



AB



A2B



......



])



A 9 B = 10



(3.45)



15



According to U.S. weather observing practice, gusts are reported when the peak wind speed reaches at least 27 ft/sec. (16 knots) and the variation in wind speed between the peaks and lulls is at least 15ft/sec. (9 knots). The duration of a gust is usually less than 20 sec.
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⎛ ⎜ ⎜ rank ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝



⎡ C ⎤⎞ ⎢ CA ⎥ ⎟ ⎥⎟ ⎢ 2 ⎢ CA ⎥ ⎟ = 10 ⎥⎟ ⎢ M ⎥⎟ ⎢ ⎢⎣ CA 9 ⎥⎦ ⎟ ⎠



(3.46)



Both shows full rank and the state space model is therefore observable and controllable. The calculations was done in Matlab using the functions ctrb(A,B); and obsv(A,C);.



3.6 Uncertainties The constants and necessary derivatives used in this project for modeling can only be used with reservation and the constructed robust controller based on these numbers needs of course to be verified. One of the assumptions made earlier was to treat the gross weight (mass) of the helicopter as constant disregarding fuel consumption. Besides fuel consumption the helicopter might also have to offload a payload in hover in mid air. This could be in a military configuration offloading troopers or weapons or it could be in a fire-fighter configuration offloading water or chemicals. This certainly will all together mean that the mass cannot be treated as constant and that the Centre of Gravity (CG) will be shifted. For the Futura SE model helicopter the payload is 2.3 lb. and the fuel capacity is 1.1 lb which is a 14.9% payload and a 7.1% fuel capacity. For the Futura SE model helicopter this means a slow shift in CG of (1”, 0, 1”) in the direction of the x-, y-, and z- axes of the body frame, by assuming “solid fuel” and thereby a linear shift of CG and a rapid almost abrupt shift in CG from the offloading. It also means a change in inertia for the helicopter both a linear shift and an abrupt change. It has been chosen here to focus on the change in mass and to disregard the change in CG and inertia. For robust control the state space model is extended with two uncertainty matrices Aˆ and Bˆ as seen in (3.47) where δ is the uncertainty parameter:



(



)



(



)



x& = A + δ ⋅ Aˆ ⋅ x + B + δ ⋅ Bˆ ⋅ u



(3.47)



y =C⋅x



By this the uncertainty matrix Aˆ and Bˆ will look like: ⎡X u ⎢Z ⎢ u ⎢ 0 ⎢ ⎢ 0 ⎢Y Aˆ = ⎢ u ⎢ 0 ⎢ 0 ⎢ ⎢ 0 ⎢ 0 ⎢ ⎢⎣ 0
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Xw



Xq



0



Xv



Xp



0



Xr



X δc ⋅ k β



Zw 0 0 Yw 0



Zq 0 0 Yq 0



0 0 0 0 0



Zv 0 0 Yv 0



Zp 0 0 Yp 0



0 0 0 0 0



Zr 0 0 Yr 0



Z δc ⋅ k β 0 0 Yδc ⋅ k β 0



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



X δa ⋅ k β ⎤ Z δa ⋅ k β ⎥⎥ 0 ⎥ ⎥ 0 ⎥ Yδa ⋅ k β ⎥ 1 ⎥ 0 ⎥m 0 ⎥ ⎥ 0 ⎥ 0 ⎥ ⎥ 0 ⎥⎦



(3.48)



Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter ⎡ X δe ⎢Z ⎢ δe ⎢ 0 ⎢ ⎢ 0 ⎢Y Bˆ = ⎢ δe ⎢ 0 ⎢ 0 ⎢ ⎢ 0 ⎢ 0 ⎢ ⎢⎣ 0



X δc ⋅ k MR Z δc ⋅ k MR 0 0 Yδc ⋅ k MR 0 0 0 0 0



X δa ⋅ k MR Z δa ⋅ k MR 0 0 Yδa ⋅ k MR 0 0 0 0 0



X δp ⎤ Z δp ⎥⎥ 0 ⎥ ⎥ 0 ⎥ Yδp ⎥ 1 ⎥ 0 ⎥m 0 ⎥ ⎥ 0 ⎥ 0 ⎥ ⎥ 0 ⎥⎦



(3.49)



3.7 Disturbances Besides uncertainties in the mass distribution, side wind is the largest disturbance to the system [Ulrich, 2005]. When the helicopter is especially influenced by a tail wind, the system acts like a balancing stick and is therefore in the most unstable position. This is contraire to a head wind, where the system acts like in flight and the system is therefore in the most stable position because of the vertical and horizontal stabilizers on the tail boom. This means that the helicopter is influenced by a disturbance of leading or contrary wind gust15 with a angular velocity of 0.628 rad/sec and a magnitude between ± 3.3 ft/sec [Bourhane 2002].



3.8 Conclusion To deal with uncertainties in the mass parameter and thereby CG and inertia parameters, we need a controller who can guarantee robust stability within the following parameter area and handle the change both the linear and the abrupt: • Abrupt: 2.3 lb. due to payload. • Linear: 1.1 lb in 120 sec. due to fuel consumption. The side wind disturbance should be handled by a robust performance controller tuned to deal with the change in tail rotor thrust, roll moments due to the dihedral and gyroscopic effect of the main rotor, and the fuselage drag force, with a side wind disturbance up to: • Gust frequency of 0.628 rad/sec. • Gust magnitude of 3.3 ft/sec. • Stochastic turbulence of 0.33 ft/sec., mean value 0, and a variance 0.7.
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4. Test Setup The overall purpose of the test setup is to verify how well the developed controllers based on the linear state space model, perform on the nonlinear model, which is the closest this project comes to the real world. The analysis done in Chapters 1 to 3 sets the requirements for the robust controller and the test setup must be designed to test the compliance with these requirements. Test setups are normally constructed before the actual controller to ensure that the test setup is constructed in such a way that it is based strictly on the requirements, conditions and criteria for the controller. If the order is reversed, there may occur a tendency to construct a test setup based on the controller itself. The requirements, conditions and criteria needed to construct the controller must all be testable and stated before designing the controller. This all points towards design and construction of the test setup first, which will be done in this chapter. The developed test setup must also be able to handle different models, such as the linear state space model developed in this project, the nonlinear SimuLink model [05gr1033, 2005] developed by project group 05gr1033, and others. The SimuLink test setup is constructed to make it possible to change controllers and to add parameter uncertainties and wind disturbances. The section “Structure” will give an overview of the test setup. The section “Nonlinear SimuLink Model” describes the given nonlinear model. The constructed modules needed to simulate wind disturbance and parameter uncertainties are described in section “Wind and Mass SimuLink Modules”. The conducted tests containing different scenarios of wind disturbances and mass uncertainties are described in the section “Tests”. Finally the conclusion lists the requirements needed to construct the robust controller. The chapter consists of the following sections: 4.1 Structure 4.2 Nonlinear SimuLink Model 4.3 Wind and Mass SimuLnk Modules 4.4 Tests 4.5 Conclusion



4.1 Structure The structure of the test setup (see Figure 4.1) consists of the given part developed by project group 05gr1033: • Nonlinear SimuLink Model. and the part which was developed within this project: • Joystick. • Controller. • Linear State Space Model. • Wind disturbances. • Graphics. • Scopes.
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Simulations, Joystick, or Autopilot



uMR



δe



uTR



δc



uC uS



Controller



Grafics Model



δa δp



Scopes



x Figure 4.1: Diagram of the Test Setup



The purpose of the joystick and the graphics are mainly to test the input/output relations of the helicopter model to verify the algebraic signs and to give a feeling of the systems response time and damping. An autopilot is not developed in this project, but is only mentioned in Figure 4.1 to give a picture of how it could be integrated as guidance and navigation to the system, with feedback in an outer control loop. The test setup is constructed in such a way that it is possible to change between the models, which are used to make it possible to test the constructed controllers on different models. It is also possible to change between the controllers, making it possible to compare the performances of the controllers. Most of the performance comparisons are done using the graphs from the connected scopes. A separate module is constructed to simulate wind disturbances, giving the opportunity to conduct the tests both with and without disturbance. The mass uncertainties are tested by changing the helicopters mass both slow and abrupt. The simulation of change in mass is done within the model both a linear (slow) and as a step (abrupt) by a mass module, that is to be attached to test setup and to function with all used models.



4.2 Nonlinear SimuLink Model The linear state space model is described in Chapter 3 and the nonlinear SimuLink model will briefly be described in this section, the SimuLink model is include on the CD. Some of the guidance and navigation features are build into the nonlinear model. The nonlinear model consists of four major parts: • Actuator dynamics. • Rotary wing dynamics. • Force and moment generation process. • Rigid body dynamics. The actuator dynamics describe the dynamics of the servo and the linkages from the servo to the swash plate. In rotary wings the swash plate dynamics and cyclic pitch angle of the blades are transformed into main rotor thrust, tail rotor thrust and the tilted angle of the main rotor thrust. Force and moments split these thrusts and angles into moments and forces acting on the helicopter body. Finally the rigid body derives the lateral and longitudinal movements from the forces and moments and thereby calculates the helicopters position, velocity, Euler angles and Euler rates.
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4.3 Wind and Mass SimuLink Modules The test setup must be able to simulate both wind disturbances and mass uncertainties simultaneously and separately, as earlier stated in Section 3.6.



4.3.1



Wind Disturbance



Side wind is considered as the main disturbance to the system and will therefore be simulated in the wind module. The wind has a 360° (around), and ±180° (up and down) impact on the helicopter but the one with the most influence is a side wind perpendicular to the fuselage comming from the port or starboard side. A portside wind results in a Y force due to fuselage drag, an L moment due to the main rotor dynamics and an N moment due to the tail rotor dynamics. This is of course a simplification of the wind’s influence, but since the controller is to handle worst case scenarios this is considered to be sufficient. The wind can be divided into turbulence, wind gusts and a constant wind speed. The constant wind has no influence on the dynamics and will therefore be regarded as a change of the set point by the system. This can be handled by a change in the linear model’s trim value and is therefore disregarded in the test setup. The output of the wind module is wind speed ( VWind ) as described in Equation (4.01) and Figure 4.2. Mathematical description The mathematical model is inspired by the wind model used in [Bourhane 2002, p. 82].



VWind = NWind ( µ , σ 2 ) + A ⋅ sin(ωt )



(4.01)



where NWind(µ, σ2) is the stochastic process representing the wind turbulence defined by white noise of amplitude 0.33 ft/sec, mean value µ = 0, and a variance σ2 = 0.7. The wind gusts are represented by a sine functions with amplitude AF = 3.3 ft/sec and angular velocity ω = 0.628 rad/sec. 3.3 Turbulence



Gain turbulence



1 V_W



33 Wind gusts



Gain gusts



Wind



Figure 4.2: The SimuLink Wind Disturbance VW



The wind disturbance influences the fuselage, main rotor and tail rotor. They are all collected in a SimuLink module called Wind_Module (see Figure 4.3), which gives the force YWind and the moments LWind, and NWind outputs using the wind disturbance VWind as input. The force YWind and the moments LWind, and NWind can then be added to both the linear and the nonlinear models.
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Figure 4.3: The SimuLink Wind Module



Fuselage The wind disturbance acting on the fuselage creates drag force acting on the CG. The drag force can be calculated as seen in (4.02) [Prouty 2003, p. 280], which then can be added to YEM in the helicopter model:



YWind =



1 2 ⋅ C d ⋅ AC ⋅ VWind 2



(4.02)



where AC is the area of the fuselage and Cd is the given drag coefficient. A portside wind disturbance then causes force acting along the frame {B} y axis. Main Rotor The wind disturbance acting on the main rotor is caused by the dihedral effect [Prouty 2003, p. 453] and creates a LWind moment, which can be calculated using (4.03), and the LWind moment can then be added to LEM . Equation (4.03) is derived based on the given equations in [Prouty 2003, p. 453-469]: 2 (4.03) LWind = ρ ⋅ Ab,MR ⋅ CT ,MR / σ ⋅ 4 ⋅ ΩMR ⋅ RMR ⋅ VWind ⋅ (0.75 ⋅ RMR ) 2 + l MR



A dihedral effect occurs when side wind (or head wind when in flight) adds wind velocity to the advancing blade and subtracts wind velocity from the retreating blade; causing more lift on the advancing blade and less lift on the retreating blade. This change in lift lags behind by a 90° phase shift because of the gyroscopic effect. Portside wind disturbance on the main rotor then courses a roll to the starboard side. Tail Rotor The wind disturbance acting on the tail rotor creates an NWind moment [Prouty 2003, p. 4], which can be calculated using Equations (4.04) and (4.05), and the NWind moment is then added to NEM: 2 2 TWind = 4 ⋅ ρ ⋅ π ⋅ VWind ⋅ RTR



(4.04)



N Wind = TWind ⋅ lTR



(4.05)



The extra yaw moment caused by the wind disturbance acting on the tail rotor adds or subtracts energy or wind velocity induced by the thrust of the tail rotor. All three Equations
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Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter (4.02), (4.03), and (4.04) are simplifications of the wind’s influence on the helicopter dynamics, and the forces and moments rotate with the model.



4.3.2



Mass Uncertainties



The Futura model helicopter can lift a payload of 2.3 lb and has a fuel capacity of 1.1 lb, as mentioned in Section 3.6. This can be tested using the minimum and maximum weight or by an abrupt drop in weight, simulated by a step response on the helicopter’s mass (see Figure 4.4). The fuel consumption has earlier been described as linear, which is an approximation since the helicopter consumes less fuel as the helicopters gets lighter. The fuel consumption will be treated as linear in the simulations, which is seen as a fair approximation not influencing the test results and the simulation can be done using a ramp response. 1 Payload



Fuel



Mass



Scope



Figure 4.4: The SimuLink Mass Uncertainty Module



4.4 Tests As stated earlier, the overall purpose of the test setup is to verify how well the developed controllers based on the linear state space model perform on the nonlinear model. This means that the linear state space model must be tested to see if it is in reasonable agreement with the nonlinear model. It is also the purpose to test the controllers for robust stability and robust performance, and secondly to compare the constructed controllers and to find their limitations. A total of four tests have been developed. All four tests are to be executed with different models and all the constructed controllers. The tests to be carried out with the linear state space model and the nonlinear SimuLink model: • Unit steps The tests to be carried out with the robust controllers: • No disturbances in wind and constant mass. • No disturbances in wind and varying mass. • Wind disturbance and constant mass. • Wind disturbance and varying mass.



4.5 Conclusion The constructed robust controllers must be SimuLink compatible. The robust controllers must be able to handle the listed uncertainties and disturbances: • Wind turbulence of amplitud 0.3 ft/sec, mean value µ = 0, and a variance σ2 = 0.7. • Wind gusts sine functions with amplitude AF = 3.3 ft/sec and angular velocity ω = 0.628 rad/sec.. • Mass uncertainties with a drop of payload of 2.3 lb. • Mass uncertainties with a fuel consumption of 1.1 lb.
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5. Controller Design As stated previously the focus of this chapter will be on the design of a controller, which adds robust stability and robust performance to the system. In Chapter 3 the construction of the dynamic helicopter model was described, which also showed several in mass uncertainties and wind disturbances. In Section 3.6 only the change in mass was chosen to simplify the analyses, ignoring the change in CG and inertia, and to handle the wind from one direction. This resulted in the demands for the controller to stabilize the system within a certain variation of the helicopter mass and the wind disturbance as defined in the Sections 3.8, 4.4, and 4.5. When defining the performance specifications the highest priority will be given to the yaw rate as stated in Section 1.1.3. Several different design methods of robust controllers exist, each having their strengths and weaknesses. The H∞ design theory deals with defined uncertainties, like parametric uncertainty and performance specified as weight filters. The H∞ theory has some weaknesses; for instance, it does not consider the uncertainty structure. The µ theory is a further development of the H∞ where the uncertainty structure is considered in the design. These theories will fit the needs of this project and will be implemented, then tested and compared in Chapter 6. The chapter consists of the following sections: 5.1 Including Parametric Uncertainties in a Plant 5.2 Stability 5.3 H∞ Performance 5.4 H∞ Controller Design 5.5 Performance µ Theory 5.6 µ Controller Design 5.7 Conclusion Before reading about the design of the controller, it is important that the reader is familiar with selected terms: Nominal Stability The controller internally stabilizes the nominal model of the plant. Robust Stability The controller internally stabilizes every plant in the uncertainty plant model. Nominal Performance The performance objectives are satisfied for the nominal model of the plant. Robust Performance The performance objectives are satisfied for every plant in the uncertainty plant model.



Different systems are used through out this chapter, and they are defined as: P(s) is the nominal plant describing the dynamic behavior of the helicopter with constant mass. M(s) is the uncertainty plant, which must be connected to the uncertainty Δ
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Aalborg University N(s) is the 2x2 system, with connections to the uncertainty, the controller, the disturbances input, and the error output. F(s) is short for the interconnection FL(M(s),K(s)). G(s) is the uncertainty plant connected to the uncertainty Δ with the structure Δ, which is equal to the connection Fu(M,∆). K(s) is the controller.



∆ is the uncertainty described with the structure ∆, and the limitation of ∆



∞



≤ 1.



δ is an uncertainty parameter defined as δ ≤ 1 .



5.1 Including Parametric Uncertainties in a Plant The parameters used for the design of the model are in some cases defined as an uncertainty. When used in the design of a plant they are called parametric uncertainties. It is not possible to include these uncertainties in the construction of a standard state space model. An uncertain plant is considered a collection of the plants, which can be generated within the limitations of the uncertainties incorporated in an uncertainty structure. This section will deal with the construction of an uncertain plant, which also includes the variation in the parameters. The section will start with a general description of the theory that can be applied to all standard plants. After this, the focus is changed to the actual plant used in this project.



5.1.1



Defining the Uncertainty



The uncertainties are described by A, B, C, D as the nominal matrices and the uncertainty parameter δ defined to vary from -1 to 1 ( δ ∈ [− 1, 1] ), where structural knowledge of the uncertainties are contained in the matrices Aˆ , Bˆ , Cˆ , Dˆ . The uncertain plant Gδ can be seen in (5.01). ⎡ A + δIAˆ B + δIBˆ ⎤ ⎥ Gδ = ⎢ ⎢ C + δICˆ D + δIDˆ ⎥ ⎦ ⎣



(5.01)



By varying δ between -1 and 1 it is possible to generate different plants, and if the matrices Aˆ , Bˆ , Cˆ , Dˆ are chosen in the right way, the plants will span all the plants defined by the uncertainty. Notice that a Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT) system is short hand for (5.02). ⎡A B⎤ ⎡ x& ⎤ ⎡ A B ⎤ ⎡ x ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ is short hand for ⎢ ⎥ = ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ and ⎢⎣ C D ⎥⎦ ⎣ y ⎦ ⎣C D ⎦ ⎣u ⎦



x& = Ax + Bu (5.02) y = Cx + Du



where x is an internal state feedback from x& through 1s I , y and u is the external output and input, respectably.
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Robust Control of an Autonomous Helicopter This means that Gδ can be writing as: x& = ( A + δI Aˆ ) x + ( B + δI Bˆ )u y = (C + δI Cˆ ) x + ( D + δI Dˆ )u



(5.03)



By introducing a new feedback loop containing δI, and the four matrices L, W, R, and Z it is possible to redesign Equation (5.04) in such a way that δ is extracted from the LFT and located in a feedback loop. This is done because δ is a variable and for this reason, it cannot be included in the LFT. 1 I s



Figure 5.1: LFT Representation of a State Space Parametric Uncertainty



⎡ x& ⎤ ⎡ A B L ⎤ ⎡ x ⎤ ⎢ y ⎥ = ⎢C D W ⎥ ⎢ u ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣ y 2 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ R Z 0 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣u 2 ⎥⎦



(5.04)



x& = Ax + Bu + Lu 2 y = Cx + Du + Wu 2



(5.05)



y 2 = Rx + Zu Figure 5.1 shows that u2=y2δ: x& = Ax + LδIRx + Bu + LδIZu y = Cx + WδIRx + Du + WδIZu



(5.06)



Equation (5.05) and (5.06) are alike apart from the uncertainties, which are written as δI Aˆ x and LδIRx. Since δI is a scalar identity and easily can be moved, meaning: LδIR= δILR => LR = Aˆ , this gives ⎡ Aˆ Bˆ ⎤ ⎡ L ⎤ [R Z ] Pˆ = ⎢ = ˆ ˆ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎣C D ⎦ ⎣W ⎦



(5.07)
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The trick makes it possible to reduce the width of L, W and the height of R, Z to i := rank ( Pˆ ) , reducing the number of inputs and outputs to Gδ in the u2 and y2 channels. Factorization It is possible to find L, W, R, Z using a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD): m× n



⎡ s1 ⎛ Aˆ Bˆ ⎞ m×m ⎢ O ⎟ = [U ] ⎢ SVD⎜⎜ ⎟ ˆ ⎢ si ⎝ C Dˆ ⎠ ⎢ ⎣0



0⎤ m× n ⎥ n×n ⎡ ˆ ˆ ⎤ ⎥ [V ] = ⎢ A B ⎥ ˆ ⎥ ⎣C Dˆ ⎦ ⎥ 0⎦



(5.08)



The zeros in the S matrix’s diagonal results in several rows and columns in the U and V matrices, which can be removed. This means it is possible to reduce the size of all matrices, by removing rows and columns, which gives i×i



m×n ⎡ s1 ⎤ m×i i ×n ˆ ˆ⎤ ⎡ [U '] ⎢⎢ O ⎥⎥ [V '] = ⎢ Aˆ Bˆ ⎥ ⎣C D ⎦ ⎢⎣ si ⎥⎦



(5.09)



⎡L⎤ ⎢W ⎥ = [U '] and [R Z ] = S ' [V '] ⎣ ⎦



(5.10)



Resulting in:



where the height of L and the width of R are determined by the size of A. Traditionally it is common to have the uncertainty input/output on top of the external input/output, which also is the way the uncertainty plant is used in Matlab. This gives a change in the matrix notation:



⎡ x& ⎤ ⎡ A L ⎢ y ⎥ = ⎢R 0 ⎢ 2⎥ ⎢ ⎢⎣ y ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣C W



B ⎤⎡ x ⎤ ⎡ A Z ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢u 2 ⎥⎥ = ⎢⎢ C1′ D ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ u ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣C 2′



B1′ D11 D21



B2′ ⎤ ⎡ x ⎤ D12 ⎥⎥ ⎢⎢u 2 ⎥⎥ D22 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ u ⎥⎦



(5.11)



The variable δ was used as the uncertainty in this section, were it represents one uncertainty, but it is possible to have more than one parametric uncertainty. These are then collected in a Δ block, which also can contain other kinds of uncertainties, the structure of this block is called ∆.
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Figure 5.2: A States Space Model Connected to a Uncertainty ∆.



The LFT presented in Figure 5.2 shows a standard uncertainty plant, where the uncertainties are moved outside the plant into a ∆ block. This ∆ block can consist of several uncertainties put together diagonally. It is common to define the ∆ block in such a way that the H∞ norm is equal to one. The δ used above is defined from -1 to 1 resulting in δ ∞ ≤ 1 . The structure showed in Figure 5.2 can cover many different kinds of uncertainties, e.g., frequency dependent tolerances in sensors and unknown sensor dynamics.



5.1.2



Implementation



The uncertainty matrices was constructed as described in Section 3.6 using the method described above (see Section 5.1.1). The L, W, R, and Z matrices were constructed and used for the construction of the uncertainty plant uGsys. p=[uA uB; zeros(size(C)) zeros(size(D))]; i=rank(p); [U,S,V] = svd(p); L=U(1:Nstates,1:i); W=U(Nstates+1:Nstates+Noutput,1:i); R=(S(1:qi,1:qi)*V(1:qi,1:Nstates)); uGsys=pck(A,[L B],[R;C],[zeros(i,i) Z;W D]);



5.2 Stability It is important that the controller provide robust stability to the system. This means that the controller must stabilize all the systems described by the uncertainty plant. The Small Gain Theorem (SGT) is essential for the robust stability and robust performance theories used in this project, and will now be introduced [Zhou et al., 1996, Section 9.2, p. 217]. Figure 5.3 below is a standard problem where F(s) is a transfer matrix. When used in this project it is a rewriting of Figure 5.2, where F(s) =FL(M(s),K(s)) is a feedback system consisting of the plant M(s) connected to the controller K(s), and where ∆ is the uncertainty block. This is done to fit into the framework of the SGT.
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D1, Disturbances



e1



∆



++



F(s)



e2



++



Figure 5.3: Small Gain Theorem



Small Gain Theorem Suppose F ( s ) ∈ RH ∞ and let γ > 0. Then the interconnected system shown in Figure 5.3 is well posed and internally stable for all ∆ ( s ) ∈ RH ∞ with



(a) ∆ (b) ∆



•



∞



∞



≤ 1 / γ if and only F ( s )



∞



∞



< 1 / γ if and only F ( s )



∞
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